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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2016 11:52 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: Follow-Up ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

The MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE weakness this morning from the 1,925-32 resistance has left it
testing lower violated resistance (now support) at 1,902-1,895. To be clear on the fine line’
Tolerance’ of that area, it is likely the 1,893.70 top of the gap from Friday’s higher opening (i.e.
Friday's low of the day) on the BoJ surprise cut to negative interest rates.
Much below 1,893.70 it will be more likely to want to revisit the more major 1,865-60 area that it
held all week last week on setbacks (even after the still somewhat hawkish FOMC Statement.)
This is especially so due to two influences. Much further weakness from here might trigger a short
term trend indication that would project yet more near term weakness. Also watch the NYMEX
MARCH CRUDE OIL FUTURE to see if it holds the 30.00-29.50 support after its return to weakness
since yesterday. If it manages any near term rebound, that will at the very least be a constructive
influence back into the equities… and vice versa.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest Consice Hihglights TrendView video
analysis at www.rohr-blog.com for more on that. It is available to Gold and Platinum echelon
subscribers along with the Market Observations.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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